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Introduction

Motivation

Many applications involve large-scale streaming tensor
data, e.g. climate analysis data

Data often exhibits properties, e.g. spatial proximity,
temporal periodicity, variable correlations etc

The properties can be naturally captured by low-rank
constraint

Batch algorithm issues: complexity, short response time

Online low-rank tensor learning is needed
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Preliminaries on Tucker Decomposition

Tucker decomposition (approximately) factorizes tensor A as

A ≈ S ×1 U1 ×2 U2 · · · ×n Un

where the i-mode product S ×i Ui can be understood as Ui ∗ S;
and S and Ui are the core tensor and factor matrices,
respectively

A

S
U
1

U
2

≈
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Preliminaries on Tucker Decomposition
One way to do this is high-order SVD (HOSVD):

Unfold tensor A along mode i

A

A
(i)

Compute SVD of the unfolded matrix A(i) = UiΣiVi

After obtaining Ui, the core tensor can be computed as
S = A×1 UT

1 ×2 UT
2 ×3 UT

3
A is then approximated as A ≈ S ×1 U1 ×2 U2 ×3 U3

A

S
U
1

U
2

≈

The key here is computing SVD of the unfolded matrix Ai
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Problem Formulation

The low-rank tensor learning problem can be formulated as

Ŵ = arg min
W

∑
t,m

‖W:,:,mZ:,t,m −X:,t,m‖2F


s.t. rank(W) ≤ R

where Z ∈ RQ×T×M , X ∈ RP×T×M and W ∈ RP×Q×M as the
tensor predictor, response and model parameters, respectively.

Two-step solution:
Solve the unconstrained tensor linear regression problem;

Project the unconstrained W into low-rank space
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Unconstrained Optimization

Suppose a new batch of data of size b is received at time T.

Exact update
W(k) = X1:T+bZ†1:T+b,

where W(k) is the k-th update of W:,:,m;
X1:T+b , X:,1:T+b,m; and Z1:T+b , Z:,1:T+b,m.

Increment update

W(k) = (1− α)W(k−1) + αXT+1:T+bZ†T+1:T+b
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Low-rank projection

Projecting W(k) into low-rank tensor using HOSVD:

Compute SVD of unfolded matrix W(k)
(i) = Ū(k)

i Σ(k)
i Q̄(k)

i for
i=1,2,3
Keep R most significant eigenvectors in Ū(k)

i

Core tensor: S(k) =W(k) ×1 U(k)T
1 ×2 U(k)T

2 ×3 U(k)T
3

Low-rank representation: W(k)≈S(k)×1U(k)
1 ×2U(k)

2 ×3 U(k)
3

The method is computationally expensive
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Low-rank projection

Accelerated low-rank tensor online learning (ALTO)

Denote W(k−1) =S(k−1)×1U(k−1)
1 ×2U(k−1)

2 ×3U(k−1)
3 . To get

the low-rank representation of W(k):
Augment U(k−1)

i to V(k−1)
i by adding K orthogonal vectors

Core tensor: S ′(k) =W(k)×1V(k−1)T
1 ×2V(k−1)T

2 ×3V(k−1)T
3

We have W(k) ≈ S ′(k)×1V(k−1)
1 ×2V(k−1)

2 ×3V(k−1)
3

S ′(k) ∈ R(R+K)×(R+K)×(R+K)
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Low-rank projection
Applying HOSVD to the small core tensor S ′(k), we obtain
low-rank representation S ′(k)≈S(k)×1V

′(k)
1 ×2V

′(k)
2 ×3V

′(k)
3 ,

where S(k) ∈ RR×R×R

Together with W(k) ≈ S ′(k)×1V(k−1)
1 ×2V(k−1)

2 ×3V(k−1)
3 , tensor

W(k) can be approximated as

W(k) ≈ S(k) ×1 Uk
1 ×2 Uk

2 ×3 Uk
3,

where
U(k)
i = V(k−1)

i V
′(k)
i

Two-step projection:
Project W(k) into a tensor of rank R+K using previous
factor matrices
Project core tensor S ′(k) into a tensor of rank R using
HOSVD
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Theoretical Analysis

Proposition 2. Let W∗ be an N ×N matrix with (1)
rank(W∗) = R, (2) ‖W∗‖F < Cω, (3) σk(W∗) > σω, W be an
N ×N matrix such that ‖W−W∗‖F ≤ ε, E be a random
matrix with (4) zero mean, (5) σN (E) ≥ σe, (6) ‖E‖F ≤ εe,
then we have that

‖p(W + E)−W∗‖2F ≤ ‖W + E−W∗‖2F

when (N − 2R) ≥ 8(ε+εe)4C2
ω

σ4
ωσ

2
e

and σω ≥ 4(εe + ε), where p(·)
means low-rank projection.

Proposition 3. (Approximate Guarantee) Given a tensor
W∗ ∈ RI×J×K where its i-th rank is no greater than R for all i.
If tensor W ∈ RI×J×K satisfies ‖W −W∗‖F ≤ ε and
Wnew = TSM(W, R), then ‖Wnew −W∗‖F ≤ 8ε.
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Application: Forecasting
In forecasting, prediction is made based on historical data.

Consider the auto-regressive model

X:,t,m =W:,:,mXt,m + E:,t,m

where Xt,m = [X T:,t−1,m · · · X T:,t−L,m]T is the concatenation of
L-lag historical data;

The forecasting problem is formulated as

Ŵ = arg min
W

{∥∥∥X̂ − X∥∥∥2

F
+ µ

M∑
m=1

tr
(
X̂ T:,:,mLX̂:,:,m

)}

s.t. X̂:,t,m =W:,:,mXt,m,
N∑
n=1

rank(W(n)) ≤ R

where L is the Laplacian matrix; and the term tr(·) accounts for
the local smoothness in the spatial-temporal data.
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Application: Multi-model Ensemble

In multi-model ensemble, prediction is made by fusing
predictions from multiple models. Suppose there are S models.

The problem is formulated as

Ŵ = arg min
W

{∥∥∥X̂ − X∥∥∥2

F
+ µ

M∑
m=1

tr
(
X̂ T:,:,mLX̂:,:,m

)}

s.t. X̂:,t,m =W:,:,mYt,m,
N∑
n=1

rank(W(n)) ≤ R

where Yt,m = [Y:,t,m,1, · · · Y:,t,m,S ]; and Y:,:,:,s is the prediction
from model s.
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Experimental Results

Synthetic data:
Accelerated Online Low-Rank Tensor Learning
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Figure 1. (a) Average parameter estimation RMSE (b) Overall run
time comparison over 10 random runs for ALTO and baselines on
the synthetic dataset.

outperforms INV in first few iterations, but later converges
to a sub-optimal solution, since it utilizes a surrogate loss
function. We also adapt Streaming Tensor Analysis (STA)
(Sun et al., 2008) for our experiment. We observe that STA
stays at a local optimal point and the performance barely
improves after the initial iteration, which demonstrates the
benefit of adding random projection in ALTO.

3.2. Spatio-Temporal Application Datasets

We conduct experiments on real world applications of mul-
tivariate spatio-temporal streams, online forecasting and
multi-model ensemble respectively.

ONLINE FORECASTING

We use following two data sets for online forecasting:

Foursquare The Foursquare dataset contains the users’
check-in records in the Pittsburgh area from Feb 24 to May
23, 2012, categorized by different venue types such as Art
& Entertainment, College & University, and Food. The
dataset records the number of check-ins by 121 users in
each of the 15 categories of venues over 1200 time inter-
vals, as well as their friendship network.

AWS The AWS dataset is provided by AWS Convergence
Technologies, Inc. of Germantown, MD. It consists of 76
daily maximum values of 4 variables: surface wind speed
(mph) and gust speed (mph), temperature and precipitation.
We choose 153 weather stations located on a grid laying in
the 35N-50N and 70W-90W block.

Figure 2 shows the forecasting RMSE per iteration and the
run time on the Foursquare dataset. The superior perfor-
mance of SADMM, ISVT and ALTO in forecasting accu-
racy over INV justify the low-rank assumptions. Compared
with SADMM or ISVT, ALTO requires less computational
time while achieving more accurate solutions.

Table 1 shows the forecasting RMSE and the overall run
time with 90 % training data on both datasets for VAR
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Figure 2. (a) Forecasting RMSE with respect to iteration number
(b) Per iteration run time comparison for ALTO and baselines on
Foursquare dataset.

Table 1. Forecasting RMSE (top) and overall run time (bottom)
comparison for ALTO and baselines on Foursquare and AWS
datasets with 90 % training data with respect to different lag of
the VAR model.

LAG ALTO ISVT SADMM INV GREEDY

FOURSQUARE
1 0.1239 0.1285 0.1240 0.1394 0.1246
2 0.1244 0.1244 0.1234 0.1357 0.1225
3 0.1241 0.1240 0.1242 0.1362 0.1223

AWS
1 0.9318 1.0055 0.9441 1.4707 0.8951
2 0.9285 0.9182 0.9447 1.0853 0.9131
3 0.9303 0.9297 0.9485 0.9840 0.9166

DATA SET ALTO ISVT SADMM

FOURSQUARE 16 (S) 65 (S) 119 (S)
AWS 20 (S) 64 (S) 126 (S)

model with different lags. We present the results from
state-of-art batch algorithm GREEDY as a reference. In
general, the forecasting performance of online low-rank
tensor learning algorithms significantly outperforms INV,
and is comparable to that of batch algorithms. ALTO ob-
tains accurate forecasting results with much faster speed.
We also vary the rank and evaluate the performance of the
ALTO algorithm. Figure 4(a) shows that both ISVT and
ALTO achieves slight increase in accuracy as the rank de-
creases, but the difference is marginal.

MULTIMODEL ENSEMBLE

We evaluate our method on the multimodel ensemble task.
For observation series, we collect the monthly measure-
ments from NCEP-DOE Reanalysis 2 (Jones, 1999). For
model outputs, 7 different model simulation data are taken
from the World Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP’s)
CMIP3 multi-model dataset and processed with CDO soft-

Accelerated Online Low-Rank Tensor Learning
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Figure 1. (a) Average parameter estimation RMSE (b) Overall run
time comparison over 10 random runs for ALTO and baselines on
the synthetic dataset.

outperforms INV in first few iterations, but later converges
to a sub-optimal solution, since it utilizes a surrogate loss
function. We also adapt Streaming Tensor Analysis (STA)
(Sun et al., 2008) for our experiment. We observe that STA
stays at a local optimal point and the performance barely
improves after the initial iteration, which demonstrates the
benefit of adding random projection in ALTO.

3.2. Spatio-Temporal Application Datasets

We conduct experiments on real world applications of mul-
tivariate spatio-temporal streams, online forecasting and
multi-model ensemble respectively.

ONLINE FORECASTING

We use following two data sets for online forecasting:

Foursquare The Foursquare dataset contains the users’
check-in records in the Pittsburgh area from Feb 24 to May
23, 2012, categorized by different venue types such as Art
& Entertainment, College & University, and Food. The
dataset records the number of check-ins by 121 users in
each of the 15 categories of venues over 1200 time inter-
vals, as well as their friendship network.

AWS The AWS dataset is provided by AWS Convergence
Technologies, Inc. of Germantown, MD. It consists of 76
daily maximum values of 4 variables: surface wind speed
(mph) and gust speed (mph), temperature and precipitation.
We choose 153 weather stations located on a grid laying in
the 35N-50N and 70W-90W block.

Figure 2 shows the forecasting RMSE per iteration and the
run time on the Foursquare dataset. The superior perfor-
mance of SADMM, ISVT and ALTO in forecasting accu-
racy over INV justify the low-rank assumptions. Compared
with SADMM or ISVT, ALTO requires less computational
time while achieving more accurate solutions.

Table 1 shows the forecasting RMSE and the overall run
time with 90 % training data on both datasets for VAR
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Figure 2. (a) Forecasting RMSE with respect to iteration number
(b) Per iteration run time comparison for ALTO and baselines on
Foursquare dataset.

Table 1. Forecasting RMSE (top) and overall run time (bottom)
comparison for ALTO and baselines on Foursquare and AWS
datasets with 90 % training data with respect to different lag of
the VAR model.

LAG ALTO ISVT SADMM INV GREEDY

FOURSQUARE
1 0.1239 0.1285 0.1240 0.1394 0.1246
2 0.1244 0.1244 0.1234 0.1357 0.1225
3 0.1241 0.1240 0.1242 0.1362 0.1223

AWS
1 0.9318 1.0055 0.9441 1.4707 0.8951
2 0.9285 0.9182 0.9447 1.0853 0.9131
3 0.9303 0.9297 0.9485 0.9840 0.9166

DATA SET ALTO ISVT SADMM

FOURSQUARE 16 (S) 65 (S) 119 (S)
AWS 20 (S) 64 (S) 126 (S)

model with different lags. We present the results from
state-of-art batch algorithm GREEDY as a reference. In
general, the forecasting performance of online low-rank
tensor learning algorithms significantly outperforms INV,
and is comparable to that of batch algorithms. ALTO ob-
tains accurate forecasting results with much faster speed.
We also vary the rank and evaluate the performance of the
ALTO algorithm. Figure 4(a) shows that both ISVT and
ALTO achieves slight increase in accuracy as the rank de-
creases, but the difference is marginal.

MULTIMODEL ENSEMBLE

We evaluate our method on the multimodel ensemble task.
For observation series, we collect the monthly measure-
ments from NCEP-DOE Reanalysis 2 (Jones, 1999). For
model outputs, 7 different model simulation data are taken
from the World Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP’s)
CMIP3 multi-model dataset and processed with CDO soft-

ALTO: proposed method ISVT: iterative singular value thresholding
SADMM: stochastic ADMM INV: without low-rank constraint
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Experimental Results

Foursquare data (uses’ check-in records in Pittsburgh):
Accelerated Online Low-Rank Tensor Learning
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Figure 1. (a) Average parameter estimation RMSE (b) Overall run
time comparison over 10 random runs for ALTO and baselines on
the synthetic dataset.

outperforms INV in first few iterations, but later converges
to a sub-optimal solution, since it utilizes a surrogate loss
function. We also adapt Streaming Tensor Analysis (STA)
(Sun et al., 2008) for our experiment. We observe that STA
stays at a local optimal point and the performance barely
improves after the initial iteration, which demonstrates the
benefit of adding random projection in ALTO.

3.2. Spatio-Temporal Application Datasets

We conduct experiments on real world applications of mul-
tivariate spatio-temporal streams, online forecasting and
multi-model ensemble respectively.

ONLINE FORECASTING

We use following two data sets for online forecasting:

Foursquare The Foursquare dataset contains the users’
check-in records in the Pittsburgh area from Feb 24 to May
23, 2012, categorized by different venue types such as Art
& Entertainment, College & University, and Food. The
dataset records the number of check-ins by 121 users in
each of the 15 categories of venues over 1200 time inter-
vals, as well as their friendship network.

AWS The AWS dataset is provided by AWS Convergence
Technologies, Inc. of Germantown, MD. It consists of 76
daily maximum values of 4 variables: surface wind speed
(mph) and gust speed (mph), temperature and precipitation.
We choose 153 weather stations located on a grid laying in
the 35N-50N and 70W-90W block.

Figure 2 shows the forecasting RMSE per iteration and the
run time on the Foursquare dataset. The superior perfor-
mance of SADMM, ISVT and ALTO in forecasting accu-
racy over INV justify the low-rank assumptions. Compared
with SADMM or ISVT, ALTO requires less computational
time while achieving more accurate solutions.

Table 1 shows the forecasting RMSE and the overall run
time with 90 % training data on both datasets for VAR
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Figure 2. (a) Forecasting RMSE with respect to iteration number
(b) Per iteration run time comparison for ALTO and baselines on
Foursquare dataset.

Table 1. Forecasting RMSE (top) and overall run time (bottom)
comparison for ALTO and baselines on Foursquare and AWS
datasets with 90 % training data with respect to different lag of
the VAR model.

LAG ALTO ISVT SADMM INV GREEDY

FOURSQUARE
1 0.1239 0.1285 0.1240 0.1394 0.1246
2 0.1244 0.1244 0.1234 0.1357 0.1225
3 0.1241 0.1240 0.1242 0.1362 0.1223

AWS
1 0.9318 1.0055 0.9441 1.4707 0.8951
2 0.9285 0.9182 0.9447 1.0853 0.9131
3 0.9303 0.9297 0.9485 0.9840 0.9166

DATA SET ALTO ISVT SADMM

FOURSQUARE 16 (S) 65 (S) 119 (S)
AWS 20 (S) 64 (S) 126 (S)

model with different lags. We present the results from
state-of-art batch algorithm GREEDY as a reference. In
general, the forecasting performance of online low-rank
tensor learning algorithms significantly outperforms INV,
and is comparable to that of batch algorithms. ALTO ob-
tains accurate forecasting results with much faster speed.
We also vary the rank and evaluate the performance of the
ALTO algorithm. Figure 4(a) shows that both ISVT and
ALTO achieves slight increase in accuracy as the rank de-
creases, but the difference is marginal.

MULTIMODEL ENSEMBLE

We evaluate our method on the multimodel ensemble task.
For observation series, we collect the monthly measure-
ments from NCEP-DOE Reanalysis 2 (Jones, 1999). For
model outputs, 7 different model simulation data are taken
from the World Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP’s)
CMIP3 multi-model dataset and processed with CDO soft-
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Figure 1. (a) Average parameter estimation RMSE (b) Overall run
time comparison over 10 random runs for ALTO and baselines on
the synthetic dataset.

outperforms INV in first few iterations, but later converges
to a sub-optimal solution, since it utilizes a surrogate loss
function. We also adapt Streaming Tensor Analysis (STA)
(Sun et al., 2008) for our experiment. We observe that STA
stays at a local optimal point and the performance barely
improves after the initial iteration, which demonstrates the
benefit of adding random projection in ALTO.

3.2. Spatio-Temporal Application Datasets

We conduct experiments on real world applications of mul-
tivariate spatio-temporal streams, online forecasting and
multi-model ensemble respectively.

ONLINE FORECASTING

We use following two data sets for online forecasting:

Foursquare The Foursquare dataset contains the users’
check-in records in the Pittsburgh area from Feb 24 to May
23, 2012, categorized by different venue types such as Art
& Entertainment, College & University, and Food. The
dataset records the number of check-ins by 121 users in
each of the 15 categories of venues over 1200 time inter-
vals, as well as their friendship network.

AWS The AWS dataset is provided by AWS Convergence
Technologies, Inc. of Germantown, MD. It consists of 76
daily maximum values of 4 variables: surface wind speed
(mph) and gust speed (mph), temperature and precipitation.
We choose 153 weather stations located on a grid laying in
the 35N-50N and 70W-90W block.

Figure 2 shows the forecasting RMSE per iteration and the
run time on the Foursquare dataset. The superior perfor-
mance of SADMM, ISVT and ALTO in forecasting accu-
racy over INV justify the low-rank assumptions. Compared
with SADMM or ISVT, ALTO requires less computational
time while achieving more accurate solutions.

Table 1 shows the forecasting RMSE and the overall run
time with 90 % training data on both datasets for VAR
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Figure 2. (a) Forecasting RMSE with respect to iteration number
(b) Per iteration run time comparison for ALTO and baselines on
Foursquare dataset.

Table 1. Forecasting RMSE (top) and overall run time (bottom)
comparison for ALTO and baselines on Foursquare and AWS
datasets with 90 % training data with respect to different lag of
the VAR model.

LAG ALTO ISVT SADMM INV GREEDY

FOURSQUARE
1 0.1239 0.1285 0.1240 0.1394 0.1246
2 0.1244 0.1244 0.1234 0.1357 0.1225
3 0.1241 0.1240 0.1242 0.1362 0.1223

AWS
1 0.9318 1.0055 0.9441 1.4707 0.8951
2 0.9285 0.9182 0.9447 1.0853 0.9131
3 0.9303 0.9297 0.9485 0.9840 0.9166

DATA SET ALTO ISVT SADMM

FOURSQUARE 16 (S) 65 (S) 119 (S)
AWS 20 (S) 64 (S) 126 (S)

model with different lags. We present the results from
state-of-art batch algorithm GREEDY as a reference. In
general, the forecasting performance of online low-rank
tensor learning algorithms significantly outperforms INV,
and is comparable to that of batch algorithms. ALTO ob-
tains accurate forecasting results with much faster speed.
We also vary the rank and evaluate the performance of the
ALTO algorithm. Figure 4(a) shows that both ISVT and
ALTO achieves slight increase in accuracy as the rank de-
creases, but the difference is marginal.

MULTIMODEL ENSEMBLE

We evaluate our method on the multimodel ensemble task.
For observation series, we collect the monthly measure-
ments from NCEP-DOE Reanalysis 2 (Jones, 1999). For
model outputs, 7 different model simulation data are taken
from the World Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP’s)
CMIP3 multi-model dataset and processed with CDO soft-
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Experimental Results

Climate dataset & 7 different simulation modelsAccelerated Online Low-Rank Tensor Learning
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Figure 3. Per variable forecasting RMSE for 18 variables (a) and overall run time (b) comparison of multi-model ensemble for ALTO
and baselines using 90 % training data, with 7 different models over 20 years.

ware. 1 We align the variables of observation series with
the model output series. 19 variables are selected with 252
time points from 1979 to 1999. (See Appendix B.3 for de-
tails of dataset processing ).
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Figure 4. Forecasting RMSE using 90 % data with the rank value
for (a) Foursquare forecasting and (b) multi-model ensemble.

We use model outputs to predict the observation measure-
ments. 90% of the time series are used for online training.
Figure 4(b) describes the forecasting RMSE for all vari-
ables with respect to the rank value. ALTO selects rank 13
as its optimal rank while ISVT chooses rank 7. We also
examine the forecasting error for each variable separately
using the learned model. Figure 3 shows the forecasting
RMSE for 18 of the 19 variables and overall run time in
second. ALTO is not only more accurate but also much
faster than baselines.

Multimodel ensemble accounts for the different uncertain-
ties in climate models. This difference is partially due to
the geographical configuration of the research institutes. To
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eters). Japan Center for Climate System Research (Red)
has a dominating area in Asia. Norway Bjerknes Centre
for Climate Research (Yellow) is most influential in Eu-
rope. Other interesting findings reveal that Japan Meteo-
rological Research Institute (Blue) is more accurate in the
south hemisphere. Russia Institute for Numerical Mathe-
matics (Green) shows most expertise in oceans.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a simple and efficient algorithm,
namely ALTO, to accelerate the process of online low-rank
tensor learning. We introduce randomized projection tech-
nique in ALTO to overcome the local optimal issue and
provide theoretical justifications. We formulate two classi-
cal tasks in multivariate spatio-temporal data streams: on-
line forecasting and multi-model ensemble, via the tensor
learning framework. We demonstrate that our algorithm
can produce accurate predictions and significantly reduce
the computational costs. For future work, we are interested
in examining broader applications and relaxing the assump-
tions of ALTO for better theoretical properties.
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for (a) Foursquare forecasting and (b) multi-model ensemble.

We use model outputs to predict the observation measure-
ments. 90% of the time series are used for online training.
Figure 4(b) describes the forecasting RMSE for all vari-
ables with respect to the rank value. ALTO selects rank 13
as its optimal rank while ISVT chooses rank 7. We also
examine the forecasting error for each variable separately
using the learned model. Figure 3 shows the forecasting
RMSE for 18 of the 19 variables and overall run time in
second. ALTO is not only more accurate but also much
faster than baselines.

Multimodel ensemble accounts for the different uncertain-
ties in climate models. This difference is partially due to
the geographical configuration of the research institutes. To
see this, we aggregate the parameters of the learned tensors
of all variables and color-code the models. Figure 5 shows
the area where a particular model is most influential (i.e.,
corresponding to the largest value of the aggregated param-
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ments. 90% of the time series are used for online training.
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RMSE for 18 of the 19 variables and overall run time in
second. ALTO is not only more accurate but also much
faster than baselines.
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In this paper, we propose a simple and efficient algorithm,
namely ALTO, to accelerate the process of online low-rank
tensor learning. We introduce randomized projection tech-
nique in ALTO to overcome the local optimal issue and
provide theoretical justifications. We formulate two classi-
cal tasks in multivariate spatio-temporal data streams: on-
line forecasting and multi-model ensemble, via the tensor
learning framework. We demonstrate that our algorithm
can produce accurate predictions and significantly reduce
the computational costs. For future work, we are interested
in examining broader applications and relaxing the assump-
tions of ALTO for better theoretical properties.
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Conclusions

An online low-rank tensor learning algorithm is proposed

Randomized projection technique is developed to overcome
local optimal issue

Two tasks are formulated into the framework of low-rank
tensor learning
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